
Admission, Discharge and 
Transfer (ADT) Pilot Training

Identifying hospitalizations/ ER visits

Understanding a framework of how to better utilize a 

Reporting system framework



• Individuals end up in the hospital/ER
• Inadequate or ineffective supports and
• Lack of careful discharge planning to address 

support issues may not be happening

What is the Presenting Problem? 
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• Agreement between Missouri Hospital Association 
(MHA), DMH, and Health Industry Data Institute 
(HIDI)

• Real-time access to Admissions, Discharge, and 
Transfer information (plus additional information) for 
member hospitals (currently ~100 with more being 
added every day)

What is the Basis of ADT



• Hypothesis
• If a system was created to address hospital/ER 

stays/visits that was FASTER and more 
EFFECTIVE would this result in less frequent 
hospital/ER stays/visits?

ADT pilot creates a Systems Approach



Develop and refine current problem 
solving skills for team members

• Service Coordinator Supervisor

• Service Coordinator

• Provider and Direct Support Staff

• Hospital admission/discharge planning team



What is being provided:



1. State Support Coordinator
2. Waiver (limits of data sharing 
agreement)
3. <1500 people (contract 
specification)
4. Representative sample (to the 
extent possible)
5. Individuals with medical risk
6. Individuals with behavioral 
risk
7. Part of the “General” 
residential population

Identified Pilot Population
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Identified Pilot Population

Facility Name Risk Level n

Central Missouri Regional Office Low Risk 41

Central Missouri Regional Office Moderate Risk 47

Central Missouri Regional Office High Risk 31

Kansas City Regional Office Low Risk 138

Kansas City Regional Office Moderate Risk 32

Kansas City Regional Office High Risk 18

Poplar Bluff Regional Office Low Risk 49

Poplar Bluff Regional Office Moderate Risk 24

Poplar Bluff Regional Office High Risk 14

Sikeston Regional Office Low Risk 6

Sikeston Regional Office Moderate Risk 1

St Louis Regional Office Low Risk 720

St Louis Regional Office Moderate Risk 250

St Louis Regional Office High Risk 98



Collective Medical Platform 



Collective Medical Platform 



Collective Medical Platform 



General Pilot Process

SC + Planning Tool

SC Supervisor Coaching

BAT 
Coaching

QE Coaching or 
Clinical Review

Best Practice 
Planning

+

Internal Coaching 
System

Behavioral
Medical

ROD 
Points of 
Contact



What is 
the 

structure 
of the 
ADT 

model?



Step 1
Individual  
enters the 
Hospital/ER

../ADT Pilot Step 1.png


Step 2 
Notification 
and action 
initiation

../ADT Pilot Step 2.png


Step 3 
Additional 
notification 
and 
determination 
of behavioral 
or medical 
interventions 
needed

../ADT Pilot Step 3.png


Step 4 
Discharge 
planning 
begins 
with entire 
team 
involved

../ADT Pilot Step 4.png


Step 5
Discharge 
completed, 
with 
supports in 
place

../ADT Pilot Step 5.png


Bringing the 
whole 
structure back 
together and 
reviewing what 
it means….



Planning Guide

Looking at 
the situation 
from a Novel 
Perspective 



ADT Pilot Planning Form

../NEW/ADT Pilot Form 9.15.2021.pdf


Identifying the problem

If  Howard or Raj  - from The Big Bang Theory - came to observe this situation and 
the situations that lead up to today. 

• What would the they see… 
• The individual doing that lead to the hospital/ER visit?
• The provider staff doing to prevent the visit?
• The Support Coordinator doing to prevent the visit?

• What would the hospital team tell the Howard and Raj that needs to happen to 
help the individual?

• These are the problems to be solved.



Goal to work toward

• If all the problems to be solved just evaporated away, 

what would Howard and Raj see about the team’s life?

• What would the individual’s life look like?

• What would the provider staff’s lives look like?

• What would the Support Coordinator’s life look like?

• This is the goal the team is working toward.



Planning



Planning to solve problem

• Now, considering what is currently happening: 
• What skill is missing from the individual’s life that would move the 

individual toward their goal and probably could have prevented the 
visit?

• Is this skill currently being taught? Y/N
• If it isn’t being taught-
• Who will teach this skill?
• How will you know when the person has learned it?

• If it is being taught-
• Can the individual independently or can they do the skill with support?
• What changes are necessary for teaching strategies?



• Does what Howard and Raj see provider staffing doing to prevent 
the visit match the ISP and implementation plan? 

• If it doesn’t match
• What steps will be taken to ensure strategies are implemented as intended?
• Are additional resources needed to implement?
• How will team get additional resources?

• If it does match
• What changes will be made to strategies based on this experience?
• Who will be responsible for making these changes?

Planning to solve problem



• Thinking about what Howard and Raj see now in the current situation and what 
they would see if all issues evaporated away, what additional supports are 
needed (if any) to move the team toward their ideal life?

• Will another service be needed?
• If so, then need to find provider and make emergency Utilization Review request 
• If not, who will be responsible for implementing new supports

• What are action steps that must happen based on the above considerations?
• What specifically needs to happen?
• Who will do the action?
• When will it be completed?
• When will SC follow-up on any action steps?

• Amend the ISP to reflect changes

Planning to solve problem



• 6-month window for pilot on 
activation
• Strong probability to 

continue and expand
• Communication Expectation
• Frequent Town Halls and 

Feedback will be 
provided 
• Every 2-3 weeks



Let’s Practice – Group 1

RUBY was laying in bed at approx. 10:30p when staff SR received a text message from DDP MH that she had received a message from RUBY that stated "I 
swallowed something". Staff SR asked RUBY if she had messaged DDP MH and RUBY stated "no". RUBY then came into the living room at first denying she had 
swallowed anything and after a few moments admitted to staff SR that she had swallowed some screws from the shed. Staff SR was then instructed by DDP MH 
to take RUBY to the emergency room for further testing. At approx. 10:45p RUBY and staff SR arrived at the emergency room and got RUBY checked in for 
claiming to have swallowed screws and was shown to an examination room. A nurse came in and took RUBY's vital signs which were all within range. The nurse 
asked RUBY what she was there for. RUBY stated "I swallowed some screws and was having some chest pain". The nurse the left to retrieve the doctor. The 
doctor came and examined RUBY by pressing on her abdomen checking for tender/painful areas and listened to her heart. And the doctor asked why RUBY was 
there. She stated "I swallowed some screws and my chest hurts". The doctor ordered an x-ray and urine analysis. While waiting on the x-ray RUBY stated to 
staff SR "Nasik and I were outside earlier and I saw that the gate door was unlocked so I asked him to go get my medications and while he was inside I got the 
screws from the shed (on the other side of the gate) because it was open and grabbed some screws from a box in there. I was going to grab more but Nasik came 
back out with my medications." RUBY appeared to find the situation humorous as she was smiling and laughing as she was telling staff SR are this. At approx. 
11:10p RUBY had an x-ray in the examination room. Right away items could be seen in the images. It was discovered there were three screws approx. 2 inches in 
length and a dime. It was unclear as to the location of the screws but the dime was located lower. The doctor contacted the on call surgeon to come up with a 
plan of action. Discussed the possibility of ostomy options depending on the damage. Then ordered a CT scan to get a better image of where the screws were 
located. While waiting on the test RUBY stated "I tried to pop my eye glass lens out but couldn't get it out." At approx. 12:04a RUBY had her CT scan completed. 
RUBY stated that she had swallowed the coin on the 21st on the anniversary of her father's death. Staff SR empathized with RUBY and told her it was okay to be 
sad and that she needed to use her coping skills to help her through those tough emotions instead of doing things that can cause her harm. At approx. 12:50a it 
was confirmed that there were two screws in her stomach and one located in her small intestine and that there was a possibility they could perforate her 
stomach and bowel. Surgery needed to be performed in order to remove screws. They would try an endoscopy first before resorting to more drastic options. 
They are leaving the dime alone and letting it pass through the bowel on it's own. After the doctor left RUBY stated she did not want to have surgery and began 
crying and staff SR empathized with RUBY by telling her to use this experience as a learning opportunity and gave RUBY a hug. Nurses then came in to take 
blood and get an IV started. While waiting for RUBY to be taken back to surgery RUBY appeared to become agitated by using a harsh tone when asking staff SR 
if staff would have to go to the bathroom with her and sit in her room while she sleeps. Staff SR let RUBY know that she was unsure because she does not make 
those decisions and that RUBY needed to talk to her management team. At approx. 2a hospital staff took RUBY back for her procedure and staff SR left the 
emergency room
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https://www.signupgenius.com/go/20f0f4cadaf22a0f58-adtfocused
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/20f0f4cadaf22a0f58-adtfocused
https://stateofmo.webex.com/stateofmo/j.php?MTID=m65fef839d77706ed59337c0c9f1e185a
https://stateofmo.webex.com/stateofmo/j.php?MTID=m65fef839d77706ed59337c0c9f1e185a
https://stateofmo.webex.com/stateofmo/j.php?MTID=m21979130ecaded9fa71ef2a0a072fa59
https://stateofmo.webex.com/stateofmo/j.php?MTID=m21979130ecaded9fa71ef2a0a072fa59
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/20f0f4cadaf22a0f58-adtfocused
https://stateofmo.webex.com/stateofmo/j.php?MTID=m65fef839d77706ed59337c0c9f1e185a
https://stateofmo.webex.com/stateofmo/j.php?MTID=m21979130ecaded9fa71ef2a0a072fa59


What questions do you have?


